DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Component Sizes

Residential

Ovation

American Series

Aero (all components have rounded edges)

Pickets

5

⁄8” sq. x .050” thick

3

⁄4” sq. x .050” thick

1” x 5⁄8” x .040” thick

1” x 5⁄8” x .050” thick

1” x .055” thick
1” x .082” thick

1” x .055” thick
11⁄2” x .082” thick

1” x .055” thick
1” x .060” thick

11⁄8” x .060” thick
11⁄2” x .070” thick

Standard Posts

2” sq. x .060” thick

2” sq. x .060” thick

2” sq. x .050” thick

21⁄2” sq. x .075” thick

Gate Posts

2” sq. x .125” thick
4” sq. x .125” thick

2” sq. x .125” thick
4” sq. x .125” thick

2” sq. x .090” thick
4” sq. x .125” thick

21⁄2” sq. x .125” thick
4” sq. x .125” thick

Spacing Between Pickets

313⁄16”

311⁄16”

331⁄32”

331⁄32”

Post Spacing

72½” on center

72½” on center

701⁄2 ” on center

1003⁄4” on center
(71” on center for Sentry)

Standard Colors

Black, White, Bronze, Green

Black, White, Bronze, Green

Black, Bronze

Black, White, Bronze, Green

Most Common Heights &
Styles to Meet Pool Code

54” 200 & 202
57” 101 & 111
60” 200 & 202

48” Ovation (2 rail)

48” Sentry (2 rail)
54” Doria & Elba
60” Doria & Elba

48” Sentry (2 rail)
54” Doria & Elba
60” Doria & Elba

Rails:

Top Wall
Side Walls

erith Aluminum Fences have a beautiful appearance that will
complement any pool area. Jerith fences offer the attractiveness and
protection of traditional wrought iron fencing without the maintenance.
They are available in a wide variety of styles, colors, and heights that
add prestige and value to any property. No other fence will do so much to
enhance your outdoor space.
All Jerith fences are constructed in the U.S. from an exclusive highstrength aluminum alloy called HS-35™. This remarkable material has the
strength of steel, but will never rust, even in coastal areas or around swimming
pools. Plus, Jerith’s super-durable powder coated finish, called FencCoat™,
is guaranteed not to crack, chip or peel for as long as you own your fence.
FencCoat is far more durable, fade-resistant, and scratch-resistant than other
coatings, which is why we can extend a Lifetime Warranty on our finish.
Jerith is a family business that is now in its third generation. We are
the oldest and largest manufacturer of aluminum ornamental fences in North
America. Decorative fences constructed from aluminum were first designed and
manufactured by Jerith in 1961, so we know how to build products that last.
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Aluminum Fences
of Distinction™

A Jerith fence is the best choice whenever you want elegant, longlasting protection. Producing high quality products at reasonable prices has
made Jerith an industry leader for over 50 years. No other fence manufacturer
can match our combination of experience, quality and service. Insist on
Aluminum Fences of Distinction by Jerith!

Our Fence Hook allows you to hang your pool accessories on a Jerith fence.
Available in black only.

Aluminum Fences
of Distinction™
Jerith Manufacturing Company, Inc.
14400 McNulty Road, Philadelphia, PA 19154
800 344-2242 • 215 676-4068 • Fax 215 676-9756
www.jerith.com • email: sales@jerith.com
Jerith®, Aluminum Fences of Distinction™,
FencCoat™, and HS-35™ are all trademarks of Jerith Manufacturing Co., Inc.
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POOL FENCE

Aluminum Fences of Distinction™
Rest Easy with a Jerith Fence Around Your Pool
A Jerith fence and matching gate is the perfect choice to
surround your swimming pool. Its aluminum construction
eliminates rust, while its durable FencCoat™ finish withstands
the moisture and chemicals found in a pool environment.
The fences shown in this brochure are our best selling styles
used around swimming pools. They are designed to meet a Swimming
Pool Enclosure Code developed by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission. This Code requires a fence to have 45” between the
tops of two consecutive horizontal rails, less than 4” of space between
the pickets, and self-closing and self-latching gate hardware. All of
this is designed to limit the possibility of a small child gaining
unauthorized access to a swimming pool.
Be sure to verify the requirements for swimming pool fencing
in your area before ordering, since you may have to meet different
restrictions than the ones listed above. There is a Jerith fence to
meet nearly every code though. Select the one that’s right for you!
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48” Ovation / Sentry

54” #200 / Doria

54” #202 / Elba

57” #101

57” #111

60” #200 / Doria

60” #202 / Elba

